Carboset® PL 3127 is a peelable resin technology primarily for metal component protection during short and long-term transportation and storage needs. This technology is easily incorporated into water-borne formulations for corrosion protection during manufacturing, assembly, storage and global distribution operations. Effective on multiple metal substrates, coatings made with Carboset PL 3127 can reduce cost and claims related to corrosion for OEM’s and major Tier 1 and 2 suppliers.

**Efficiency and flexibility**

Designed to provide improvement in corrosion protection compared to alternatives, Carboset PL 3127 offers flexibility to formulators on viscosity, tintability, sag resistance and rheology functions in a one-component coating solution. It’s fast dry time, peelability, chemical resistance, high elasticity and adhesion properties lead this product to mitigate many in-process corrosion costs and rework claims. It can be applied to both machined (bare metal) and painted surfaces without leaving any residue after removal.

**Outstanding performance leads to value**

Exceeding 300 hours of ASTM B-117 Salt Spray and over 10 months outdoor exposure in clear finishes, this peelable technology can improve manufacturing processes in high volume metal manufacturing operations. When used as a mastic coating, Carboset PL 3127 adds additional value to eliminate masking, cutting and time consuming operations that lead to operator efficiency. Just spray or brush this product on and peel it off when desired.

**Regulatory compliance**

Carboset PL 3127’s water-borne chemistry is an excellent choice to meet global VOC reductions, enabling coating formulations less than 50 g/l. It is capable of multiple application methods (spray, brush, dip) and has simpler clean-up over heavy fluid films or solvent-borne alternatives. Metal manufacturing facilities limited in VOC capacity now have an operator friendly alternative for product corrosion protection.

In addition to VOC compliance, Carboset PL 3127 does not contain APEO’s or NPE’s. It is designed to be applied and used in interior and exterior environments.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

• THINLY APPLIED FILM REDUCES APPLIED COSTS COMPARED TO THICKLY APPLIED FLUID FILMS
• POLYMER BASED FILM TECHNOLOGY GIVES SHORT AND LONG-TERM PROTECTION
• EASILY REMOVABLE AND EPA FRIENDLY IN GENERAL WASTE STREAMS – SAVES ENORMOUS TIME IN PRODUCTION PROCESS
• WATER-BORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR EASY APPLICATIONS, CLEAN-UP AND EHS PROFILES
• COLOR AND TINT CAPABLE FOR VISUAL INDICATORS IN PLANT OPERATIONS
• CHEMICAL RESISTANCE FOR ADDED BENEFITS AROUND HEAVY EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS
• REDUCED OPERATIONAL QUEUES IN MASKING AND CUTTING PRIOR TO PAINTING PROCESSES

Visit us at: www.lubrizol.com/metal
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